
Mark Twain School
Remote Learning Weekly Plan:  Specials

Date: September 8-11, 2020
Learning Plan Expectations

Log into your Google Classroom at 8:30 a.m. every morning.

Make sure you’ve followed the directions for turning in each assignment (ex: email your teacher, submit through Google classroom, share the link, etc)

Remember to ask questions as needed!

Kindergarten 1st Grade 2nd Grade 3rd Grade 4th Grade

PE
Lininger Exercises, Movement Story, Dance UNICEF Kid Power Ups, Optimistic Closure: Mindful Warrior Path Peace (Social Emotional Learning) Body Weight  Exercises,  Winter Olypmpic Sportss, Dance UNICEF Kid Power Ups, Optimistic Closure: Mindful Warrior Path Peace 

(Social Emotional Learning)

Turn in: The PE Website will have your weekly PE Assignment to do at home! Check it each week! https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/kindergarten-4th-grade

PE
Konchar

Turn in:

Library
Hart

Wojciechowski

Students will listen and reflect on several books about gift giving.  They 
will respond to the theme of thestories by thinking of gifts they can share 
with others.

Students will listen and reflect on several books about gift giving.  They 
will respond to the theme of thestories by thinking of gifts they can share 
with others.

Students will explore celebrations from different cultures and countries 
this week.  A learning room will be provided and students will choose 
between 30 celebrations from around the world and use a variety of 
sources to learn about the celebration and reflect on the traditions of that 
celebration.

Students will explore celebrations from different cultures and countries 
this week.  A learning room will be provided and students will choose 
between 30 celebrations from around the world and use a variety of 
sources to learn about the celebration and reflect on the traditions of that 
celebration.

Turn in:

Technology
Orozco/Scott

Collaborative conversationon on their day. Students will have a 4-minute 
workout out.  They will have a math talk on numbers (1-20, identifying, 
counting, and locating on number line.  Then we will have a read aloud,"

Pinata in a Pine Tree" We will discuss sequnce of events

Collaborative conversationon their day. Students will have a 4-minute 
workout out.  They will have a math talk on numbers,  adding and 

subtracting using virtual manipulatives.  Then we will have a read aloud,"
Pinata in a Pine Tree" We will discuss sequence of events.

Collaborative conversationon their day. Students will have a 4-minute 
workout out.  They will have a math talk on numbers,  adding and 

subtracting using virtual manipulatives.  Then we will have a read aloud,"
Pinata in a Pine Tree" We will discuss sequence of events.

Turn in:

Technology
Bennett

Attendance-check in – Students will be directed to practice one of the two 
shift keys on the keyboard. Students also will be shown and practice 
putting their fingers on the home row keys for the left and right hand. 
Students will be using online activities that challenge the students to 

become more proficient at typing. The programs will now introduce some 
of the keys that required the students to go off the home row keys and 
then return. The programs are, Dance mat - Balloon typing - and cute 

jumper. 
Students will also begin the timed home row exercise using the link on 

the chat.

Lesson 1: Write your first computer program.
In this lesson, learners of all ages get an introductory experience with 

coding and computer science in a safe, 
supportive environment. This lesson has been designed for young 

learners, ages 4-10, 
but can be adapted for older learners using the differentiation suggestions 

provided.
Objectives

Students will be able to:
Define “coding” and “computer science”
Identify key computer science vocabulary

Identify places to go to continue learning computer science and coding

Turn in:

Students type in proof they understand the shift key into the chat. The 
students will be typing the entire alphabet with an uppercase letter next to 
the lower case letter. Completion of the Dance Mat - Balloon typing - and 
Cute Jumper as well as practice on the timed Home Row exercise.

code - (v) to write code, or to write instructions for a computer.
Debugging - Finding and fixing problems in an algorithm or program.
Program - An algorithm that has been coded into something that can be 
run by a machine.

Music
Partyka

Sing and Move to S-A-N-T-A
Move to "Parade of the Wooden Soldiers"

Move to "Dance of the Reeds"
Sing and Move to "Germs"

Move to "The 12 Days of Christmas"

Move to "Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy"
Review story of the Nutcracker

Play instrumnents with "Overture"
Move to "Trepak"

Watch "The Nutcracker"

Move to "Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy"
Review story of the Nutcracker

Play instrumnents with "Overture"
Move to "Trepak"

Watch "The Nutcracker"

Review story of the Nutcracker
Learn about Ballet

Learn about Tchaikovsky
Watch "The Nutcracker"

Review story of the Nutcracker
Learn about Ballet

Learn about Tchaikovsky
Watch "The Nutcracker"

Turn in:

SEL
Herrera

Turn in:

Art
Rajski

Holiday craft-Christmas Countdown Paper Chain
Alternative project-How to Draw Winter Mittens

Kandinsky Water Color Circles Kandinsky  Inspired Christmas Tree Collage

Students will learn about Wassily Kandinsky art work then create 
abstract art work- Concentric Circles

Students will learn about Wassily Kandinsky art work then create 
collage with elements of Concentric Circles

Turn in: Christmas Countdown Chain Painting -Concentric Circles Christmas Tree Collage

Art
Reynes

Daily Draw, Breakout room drawing share, Color Wheel check, Bomomo 
Artwork and Color Copy Cat in sketchbook

Daily Draw, Breakout room drawing share, Color Wheel check, Bomomo 
Artwork and Color Copy Cat in sketchbook

Turn in: Color Copy Cat drawing Color Copy Cat drawing

Remote Learning 
Supports

Log In Information Office Hours
Reynes, Art: Wed 2:30-3:30

Partyka, Music: Wed 2:30-3:30

* Register for Parent Portal to monitor student progress.

https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/kindergarten-4th-grade


Mark Twain School
Remote Learning Weekly Plan:  Specials

Date: September 8-11, 2020
Learning Plan Expectations

Log into your Google Classroom at 8:30 a.m. every morning.

Make sure you’ve followed the directions for turning in each assignment (ex: email your teacher, submit through Google classroom, share the link, etc)

Remember to ask questions as needed!

5th Grade 6th Grade 7th Grade 8th Grade

Review previous lesson, new learning goal and new vocabulary word. 
Discuss Heart Rate and practice taking HR BPM (BEATS PER 
MINUTE) and it's relevance to PE and Physical Activity. Students will 
follow me in a CARDIO/Heart Rate eleveating workout while taking 
their own HR BPM 5 times throughout the workout. Facilitated 
discussion on the importance of daily physical activity. Social-emotional 
learning discussion online bullying and what we can do if we experience 
any form of bullying. 

Review previous lesson, new learning goal and new vocabulary word. 
Discuss Heart Rate and practice taking HR BPM (BEATS PER 
MINUTE) and it's relevance to PE and Physical Activity. Students will 
follow me in a CARDIO/Heart Rate eleveating workout while taking 
their own HR BPM 5 times throughout the workout. Facilitated 
discussion on the importance of daily physical activity. Social-emotional 
learning discussion online bullying and what we can do if we experience 
any form of bullying. 

Review previous lesson, new learning goal and new vocabulary word. 
Discuss Heart Rate and practice taking HR BPM (BEATS PER 
MINUTE) and it's relevance to PE and Physical Activity. Students will 
follow me in a CARDIO/Heart Rate eleveating workout while taking 
their own HR BPM 5 times throughout the workout. Facilitated 
discussion on the importance of daily physical activity. Social-emotional 
learning discussion online bullying and what we can do if we experience 
any form of bullying. 

Review previous lesson, new learning goal and new vocabulary word. 
Discuss Heart Rate and practice taking HR BPM (BEATS PER 
MINUTE) and it's relevance to PE and Physical Activity. Students will 
follow me in a CARDIO/Heart Rate eleveating workout while taking 
their own HR BPM 5 times throughout the workout. Facilitated 
discussion on the importance of daily physical activity. Social-emotional 
learning discussion online bullying and what we can do if we experience 
any form of bullying. 

https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?
authuser=0

https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?
authuser=0

https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?
authuser=0

Students will explore celebrations from different cultures and countries 
this week.  A learning room will be provided and students will choose 
between 30 celebrations from around the world and use a variety of 
sources to learn about the celebration and reflect on the traditions of that 
celebration.

Students will explore celebrations from different cultures and countries 
this week.  A learning room will be provided and students will choose 
between 30 celebrations from around the world and use a variety of 
sources to learn about the celebration and reflect on the traditions of that 
celebration.

Students will explore celebrations from different cultures and countries 
this week.  A learning room will be provided and students will choose 
between 30 celebrations from around the world and use a variety of 
sources to learn about the celebration and reflect on the traditions of that 
celebration.

Students will explore celebrations from different cultures and countries 
this week.  A learning room will be provided and students will choose 
between 30 celebrations from around the world and use a variety of 
sources to learn about the celebration and reflect on the traditions of that 
celebration.

Sumo Paint brush tool (blast paint brush)
Students will be using the Sumo Paint program to create a digital image.
 The digital image will be of many rows of the paintbrush tool using the 

blast paintbrush tip. The students will use all of the tools correctly as 
demonstrated during class. The paintbrush tool must be set at opacity of 

65% flow 100% and have the diameter of 90%. Each row of the will be a 
different color and overlap at the edges. The digital drawing plane will be 

set at 700px in width and 350px in height.
The finished image will use all the digital tools demonstrated during 

class, and have all of the visual requirements explained using the projects 
rubric.

Sumo Paint brush tool (blast paint brush)
Students will be using the Sumo Paint program to create a digital image.
 The digital image will be of many rows of the paintbrush tool using the 

blast paintbrush tip. The students will use all of the tools correctly as 
demonstrated during class. The paintbrush tool must be set at opacity of 

65% flow 100% and have the diameter of 90%. Each row of the will be a 
different color and overlap at the edges. The digital drawing plane will be 

set at 700px in width and 350px in height.
The finished image will use all the digital tools demonstrated during 

class, and have all of the visual requirements explained using the projects 
rubric.

Sumo Paint Cylinder-Sphere-Gradient-Rotate project.
Students will be using the Sumo Paint program to create a digital image. 
The digital image will be of 6 cylinders with specific gradients within. 
Between each cylinder will be 4 spheres with the same color gradient 
which has been rotated so the light comes from the cylinder to right.

The students will watch the demonstration on how to create the image 
using the assigned tools. The tools will be set to specific parameters that 

are required for this digital image project.

Sumo Paint Lava Lamp project.
Students will be using the Sumo Paint program to create a digital image. 

The digital image will be of 4 Lava Lamps as demonstrated. 
Each lamp will have different color gradients created by the tools 

demonstrated during class. .
The students will watch the demonstration on how to create the image 

using the assigned tools. The tools will be set to specific parameters that 
are required for this digital image project.

The finished image will be saved as png file. Then turn in the image 
before the due date using Google classroom.

The finished image will be saved as png file. Then turn in the image 
before the due date using Google classroom. The finished image will be saved as png file, and then turned in before the 

due date using Google classroom.

The finished image will be saved as png file, and then turned in before the 
due date using Google classroom.

Naviance Quarter 1:  Task No. 1-Introduction to Naviance Naviance Quarter 1:  Task No. 1-Career Cluster Finder Naviance Quarter 1:  Task No. 1-Activate GoCPS & Favorite 3 
Programs

Add 3 Career Clusters to Favorites List Student/Parent Participate in a GoCPS Virtual Event

Daily Draw, Breakout room drawing share, Color Wheel check, Bomomo 
Artwork and Color Copy Cat in sketchbook

Daily Draw, Color Wheel check, Color matching game scores, Color 
Scheme Scavenger Hunt review in Google Arts and Culture and slidesDaily Draw, Color Wheel check, Color matching game scores, Color Scheme Scavenger Hunt review in Google Arts and Culture and slides

Daily Draw, Color Wheel check, Color matching game scores, Color 
Scheme Scavenger Hunt review in Google Arts and Culture and slides

Color Copy Cat drawing Color Scheme Scavenger Hunt Color Scheme Scavenger Hunt Color Scheme Scavenger Hunt

https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0

